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Chocolate recipe with cocoa powder and butter

Home equipment Tough peanut butter chocolate bars are the perfect noisy donation to a potluck or semi-bake. I've discovered the secret is to get them into the fridge to set them up before they disappear! —Lorri Speer, Centralia, Washington 1 cup sugar1 cup corn syrup 1 cup peanut butter6 cups crispy rice cereal2 cups semi-sweet, melted chocolate friesIn a large saucepan, combining sugar, corn syrup
and peanut butter. Cook and stir over medium-low heat until the sugar is dissolved. Remove from heat; stir in the cereals. Spread into a 13x9 grease-in. pan; press lightly. Spread the melted chocolate on top; refrigerator until set up. Cut into bars. 1 bar: 302 calories, 14g fat (6g saturated fat), 0 cholesterol, 96mg sodium, 46g carbohydrates (37g sugar, 2g fiber), 4g protein. Cocoa powder, a sugar-free
chocolate product, adds deep chocolate flavor to desserts and drinks. Cocoa powder occurs when fat, called cocoa butter, is removed from cocoa beans during processing. The remaining dry solids are ground into the product sold in the form of cocoa powder. Origin: Fruits of a tropical plant: Dutch processed and naturalUses: To taste desserts and chocolate bar drinks combine cocoa solids and cocoa
butter along with sugar and some forms of emulsion such as lecithin to keep the ingredients together. Cocoa powder contains mostly cocoa solids, with only about 10-15 percent cocoa butter compared to 50 percent or more in chocolate. Higher quality cocoa powder retains a little more cocoa butter than lower brands. Cocoa powder is the missing component in the so-called white chocolate, which is
produced by combining cocoa butter and sugar (plus emulsifies) but without the actual cocoa solids. Cocoa powder unlike instant cocoa mixture, when combined with hot water or milk, immediately creates a cup filled with hot cocoa. Often sold in packages, this product contains cocoa, sugar, dehydrated milk, and other ingredients. But you won't use it to bake brownies or chocolate cakes. And don't try to
make a cup of hot chocolate by simply adding hot water to the unsalt cocoa powder. The two basic cocoa powders are Dutch and natural processes. You'll find them labeled both ways, in addition to products say Natural and Dutch Blends. Pure ground cocoa powder has a pH of 5.3 to 5.8, placing it at the acidic end of the scale. Acidity affects the taste, how it interacts with other ingredients and its soythoth.
Natural cocoa powder is produced with Broma process retaining natural pH levels. It tends to have a more intense taste, and a lighter, almost reddish-brown color. The Dutch process (sometimes called Dutching) bathes cocoa beans in an alkaline solution, creating darker brown cocoa powder with a chemically neutral pH of 6.8 to 8.1, resulting in a softer flavor. Dutching also reduces the antioxidant
properties of cocoa. Dutch process of producing one type dissolved cocoa easy, making it easier to work with in recipes like ice cream and chocolate drinks. For baking, the type of cocoa you use doesn't matter, because the acidity of the cocoa powder may be the only thing that triggers the leavening effect in the recipe. If a recipe called baking soda, for example, natural cocoa powder works well, because
the acidity in cocoa activates baking soda. If a recipe called for baking powder (or both baking soda), then it might as well call for cocoa powder made from the Netherlands. Jose A. Bernat Bacete/Getty Images Cocoa powder tastes like chocolate, but without cocoa butter mouthfeel cream added to chocolate bars. Dutch process cocoa tends to taste lighter, while natural cocoa powder may have sharper
flavors. To make sweets, cocoa powders can often be used instead of each other; use any cocoa you think is the most delicious. To exchange natural unsalted cocoa powder for cocoa powder the Dutch process is called in a recipe, add 1/8 teaspoon of toothpaste, white vinegar or lemon juice for every 3 tablespoons of cocoa powder. Conversely, if you replace natural cocoa powder with the Dutch process,
you need to add 1/8 teaspoon of baking soda per 3 tablespoons of cocoa powder to match the acidity. With a recipe that calls for melted sugar-free chocolate, you can use cocoa powder instead. Replace each 1 ounce of unsalted chocolate with 3 tablespoons of unsalted cocoa powder plus 1 tablespoon of fat, such as melted butter, margar or oil. Replacing sugar-free melted chocolate for cocoa powder
does not work well; because it can be difficult to reproduce the balance of fats and cocoa solids with a simple formula. Cocoa powder adds intense flavor to chocoholic recipes like fudge or flourless chocolate cake, but it can also be used as a delicate coating on chocolate truffles or light chocolate enhancement for quick bread and muffins. Flourless Chocolate CakeChocolate MarshmallowsDouble-
Chocolate Chip Muffins Grocery stores often carry both natural and Dutched cocoa powder. Find it in the baking aisle. You can also buy genuine and hand-crafted brands online, along with Fair, Organic and Sustainable Commercial certified products. Some retailers sell it in large quantities, although you usually have to buy it packed, not from large barrels. Cocoa powder stored for up to two years in an
airtight container in a cool, dark, dry place. Cocoa powder purchased in a tin with a tightly closed lid may remain in the original packaging. Do not store cocoa powder in the refrigerator or freezer because moisture affects the texture and can lead to damage. Unsalted cocoa powder has about 12 calories per tablespoon and less than one gram of total fat. Cocoa powder also provides iron, magnesium, zinc
and manganese and provides 2 grams of fiber per tablespoon. The polyphenolic flavonoids in cocoa can help lower blood pressure and improve cholesterol. may protect against heart disease. 04/19/2010 This review is only for cakes because I don't do the rice or frosting. The cake is delicious - completely wet and dense. The taste is best on the second day. I made a 9x13 so I cut the baking powder back to
1.5 tsp and used my own chocolate frosting recipe. I'm a cake snob and love the top do and it doesn't get much better than this. 05/19/2009 If you are looking for a great cake and filling recipe and have a standard chocolate frosting you want to use this is your recipe. I think this recipe was really great if for no other reason that I botched it a bit and it still gets rave reviews. I accidentally put in a cup of butter
instead of a 3/4 cup. It's very dense but for it's a peanut butter pie I don't think it's a complete failure. If I do this again I probably won't add extra butter 1/4 cup but it's definitely not as dry as other reviews have warned. Also I really love filling! My only complaint is that I wasn't too much of a fan of frosted sections like filling. The peanut butter filling is SO EASY and really fancies up the cake. I felt frosted
leaving a little to be desired. My came out not too chocolaty. I'm afraid it won't be strong enough to couple well with all that peanut butter to be prepared with a chocolate frosting back up if you like a richer chocolate flavor. However I will use this recipe again for cake and filling. Great. 12/11/2003 My 14-year-old son craved a PB cake and found this recipe. It was his first attempt at baking. Great cake recipe
moderate on PB flavor. He bakes a sheet of cake using the cake mixture and frosts it with Fudge Frosting (by Martha). Delicious! 04/07/2004 I like to fill but do not have the best results with cakes. I made it twice it could be me but it turned out dry both times and I didn't care for the taste nor my husband and chocolate &amp; peanut butter fanatics. I used a homemade chocolate glaze hoping it would help
with dryness but no luck. I'm not going to make it anymore. 09/14/2002 It's an amazingt munchie 10/12/2010 THis cake was very dry I think I'll try a new cake recipe next time. 06/28/2010 I must admit that I just tried the peanut butter center/filled part of this recipe. I'm the result ..... Great! I like it. I tried this on a cake test. Let me just say that the woman that I gave this to say that the cake was gone the next
morning. Five stars all the way to just filling! Thanks for sharing this recipe! 22/02/2016 Best cake ever!!! I highly recommend it and will absolutely make it again!!! 09/11/2015 This is a great cake recipe for any peanut butter lover. Between peanut butter The cake itself and also in the filling is loaded with flavor. That combined with chocolate frosting is great. 1 of 7 Peanut Butter and Chocolate Cake I
Kimberly Kace Leetch 2 of 7 Peanut Butter and Chocolate Cake I CAEslick 3 of 7 Peanut Butter and and Cake I CK1380 4 of 7 peanut butter and chocolate cake I abbynbill 5 of 7 peanut butter and chocolate cake I SunnyDaysNora 6 of 7 peanut butter and chocolate cake I SunnyDaysNora 7 of 7 peanut butter and chocolate cake I sugarplum sugarplum
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